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GOING DOWN WITH
THE FISHES by Harry

Karry

 “The environmentalists are going to have to

be like the mob in the square in Romania

before they prevail.”  Frank Mankiewicz,

senior executive at multinational Public

Relations firm Hill and Knowlton.

  Greenpeace said it was a “tragic wasted

opportunity”, while the “death-row” industries

who had done so much behind the scenes to

wreck it, said it spelled the end to the

American way of life. But, as the Kyoto

summit on climate change finally ended, it

was clear that if  real change is ever going to

happen the power of the multinational

corporations that shape and control our

world, will need to be seriously challenged.

  “The carbon club members maintain that they

are defending business and nation. But according

to the UN’s best estimates, the angry tide of  climate

changes will in time wash over economies,

grabbing territory and laying waste with the

ferocity of  the most effecient invading army.“

Dr. Jeremy Leggett, chair of  governmental

Solar Task Force.

  The world’s climate is in turmoil: floods in

one region, droughts in another; record

hurricanes and cyclones in the Caribbean and

the Pacific; forest fires in Indonesia;

disappearing glaciers in the Alps; diseases

like Malaria and Dengue on the increase

world-wide; endangered species losing their

habitat; lower wheat and rice harvests; entire

island nations like the Maldives or the

Marshall Islands threatened. The Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change coming

to the conclusion that man-made greenhouse

gases were contributing to global warming it is

clear that action needs to be taken - and fast.

  Yet 11 days of  talks and the UK have agreed

to legally binding targets to reduce CO2

emissions by 8%, Japan 7%, US 7% by 2008-

12. Australia however is being allowed to

increase emissions! But even these hopeless

figures have been challanged by American

senators, who promise to block its passage

through the  Senate.

  Even more controversial are all the loop

holes such as the emission trade offs, where

countries can buy up other countries’ quota

of  CO2 emissions. In effect the right to buy

and sell permission to pollute if  they are not

using it themselves!

CRAP ARRESTS
OF THE WEEK

By Ian Carcerated

For having a glass of wine on  your own

front porch! Two men were nicked for

drinking a glass of  Chardonnay in

Washington DC. Thanks to the city’s  zero

tolerance hardline, the two spent three

hours handcuffed to chairs in the holding

area before being fined $25.

Nearly....A Peacehaven Big Issue vendor

was threatened with arrest for waving a

copy of the mag at a passing police car !

Quack Arrest: Police in the Republic of

Congo have arrested a duck suspected

of  sorcery after it caused a traffic accident.

games with the lives of  the poorest.”  But what

we are really talking about is multinational

corporations with the politicians in the pockets,

making sure profit as usual becomes before

people and the planet.

SOLUTIONS
  “Global warming is being talked about as a

problem in itself, not a symptom of  the big ger

problems. For nearly everyone here,this is just

another foreign  trip to a pretty Japanese city, not a

place where the future of  the Earth is being decided.”

Sean, York Earth First!

  According to the UN $300 billion of

taxpayers money has been used world wide

in the last 20 years to prop up the fossil fuel

and nuclear industries. In contrast,

environmental solutions like solar electricity

and wind power received only $15 billion.

Likewise in the past few months BP and

Shell in particularly have launched solar

power programmes, but their commitments

are less than a penny in every £100 that there

are spending on looking for yet more oil.***

Centre for Alternative Technology, Llynwer

Quarry, Pantperthog, Machynlleth, Powys,

SY20 9AZ 01654 702400

READ!
  Global Spin - The Corporate Assualt on

Environmentalism by Sharon Beder (Green

Books) Digging the dirt on the elaborate

mutli-billion dollar propaganda machine

that multinationals have built up to discredit

the green movement. Essential reading. (Also:

Green Backlash by Andrew Rowell ) ***

Corporate Watch new double issue out now!

£3 from Box CW, 111 Magdalen Rd., Oxford,

OX4 1RQ 01865 791391.

 “Corporations use their economic power and

resources to shape public opinion through think-

tanks, public relations and propaganda. But this

shaping is designed to go unnoticed, to alter

perception, reshape reality and manufacture

consent without their targets being even aware

that it is happening.” Says one Public Relations

executive. “You never know when a PR agency

is being ef fective; you’re just find your views

slowly shifting.” Sharon Beder, lecturer and

author.

  With just 4% of  the world’s population, the

US generates more than 20 per cent of  the

world’s emissions of carbon dioxide, yet in

the lead up to the summit a propaganda war,

described as “one of the most successful and

vicious of all time” has been waged to mislead

and distort the truth about climate change.

  A US consortium of  20 organisations

launched a £10 million campaign of TV ads

warning of job losses, tax rises and the end

of  the the American consumerist way of  life

if  a meaningful treaty went ahead. With

money no object, they could run rings around

their opponents, fund right-wing think tanks

that talked of  global warming creating “a

milder, greener, more prosperous world” and

fund ‘greenhouse sceptic’ scientists, who

describe themselves as “independent”

despite toeing the fossil-fuel line.

  One of these consortiums is the Global

Climate Coalition (GCC). It is made up of 50

trade associations and private companies

representing almost every major US and

European oil, motor, chemical, airline,

electricity and plastic company, including BP,

Shell, Chevron, Exxon, Ford Motor

Company, and Mobil. In the run up to the

summit it’s activities included distributing

to hundeds of journalists a video which

claims that increased levels of  carbon dioxide

will increase crop production and help to

feed the hungry people of the world!

  But the fact is all these corporations care

about is profit. John Gummer, former

Conservative Environment Secretary

commented “We are not talking about piddling

trade negotiations over the price of  beans here,

we are talking about something serious - for

example, whether Bangladesh and 36 small island

states disappear below the sea. We are talking

about the richest nation in the world playing
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Whitemoor, Longhill Rd, March, Cambs, PE15 OPR.
The three were found guilty of the ‘M25 Murder” in a
case consisting of many inconsistencies (even admitted
by the judge), including the fact that the police were
looking for two white men with fair hair and blue eyes
- the convicted men are all black!
Satpal Ram (E94 164) @ HMP Nottingham, Perry
Rd, Sherwood, Nottingham, NG5 3AG. Sentenced in
1986 to life for the self defence killing of a racist who
attacked him in a restaurant. In those 11 years, he has
been beaten up, kept in isolation, subjected to
humiliating body searches, had drugs planted on him,
and been constantly moved around.
Mark Barnsley (WA2897) @ HMP Garth, Leyland,
Preston, PR5 3NE. Mark, a former long-standing editor
of The Sheffield Anarchist, was attaked in the Pomola
pub, Sheffield, by 15 drunk students. Due to witheld
and missing evidence, he is now serving his fourth
year of a twelve year sentence.***And don’t forget
the Gandalf 3 recently given three years, for
‘conspiracy to incite criminal damage.’- basically for
writing about direct action.
Noel Molland (CK4321) and  Saxon Burchnall-
Wood (CK4322),  @  HMP Guy’s Marsh, Shaftsbury,
Dorset, SP7 OAH  and Steve Booth (CCK4223) @
HMP Preston, 2 Ribbleton Lane, Preston, Lancs.
* Don’t forget next Wednesday (17th) there’s a public
meeting for all those who want to defend and support
the radical press and help the campaign to free the
Gandalf 3. It’s at Conway Hall, Red Lion Square 7pm
(nearest tube Holborn)
On December 5, people in the public gallery of Bristol
Crown Court were cleared out by police wielding
batons and CS gas canisters, leaving them quite certain
that the hearing was indeed over. Thus ended the
sentencing of animal rights activist Barry Horne,
given a total of eighteen years in prison for various
attempted acts of arson, and possession of items that
could be used to make incendaries (all those who own
clocks and candles*, watch out).  He is appealing some
of the convictions, most notably those relating to a
series of arson attacks on the Isle of Wight two years
ago, about which the Judge misinformed the jury that
Barry is the only suspect.
*The author of this report would like to make it clear
that the mention of candles and clocks is based on a
guess as to what materials might be used in the
manufacture of incendaries, NOT on any experience
or detailed technical knowledge.

SchNEWS in brief
                                             by Pan T. Hose

 Once upon a time a young man was having a
quiet picnic on his own in a field [not his own]
when over the hill wafted the sound... of baying
dogs? As they came charging across the field
towards him followed by grown men on horse
back dressed in ridiculous clothes, he got to his
feet shouting “Get out of my field”.  The hunt
grinds to a halt as the young man continued “This
is my land , you have no right to be in my field ,
get out  of my field”.  The hunt very meekly
apologised to “Sir”, and, calling  the hounds
together left quietly. the young man sat back down
and continued his picnic.***Another enterprising
young man changed the start up page on 20 of his
Universities computers to a copy of SchNEWS -
“ puerile, but fun!!” *** Talking of SchNEWS
help us get SchNEWS into the libraries if you go
in and request the book they’ll order it-
SchNEWSround  ISBN 0 9529748 0 0 HEY
HEY, YOU!! This is the” talking of us” issue,
that 486 P.C. you don’t need any more, can we
have it? it’s desperately needed  a.s.a.p. to cope
with the e-mail dat helps us write da stories ***
People are urgently needed for a land occupation
to protect an ancient water meadow in Bury St
Edmunds (Suffolk). Greene King brewery are
planning to build a road though the meadow to
save 10 minutes off their delivery journey. The
occupation is gonna begin on 21st December  at
4pm, to celebrate the winter solstice and  defend
the land. More info The land is Ours 01787
880694 ***14-21 December is apparently
INTERNATIONAL REVOLUTION WEEK
*** HARINGEY SOLIDARITY GROUP will
be leafleting shoppers at Tesco’s in Tottenham,
on Saturday 13th December between 11 am and
2 pm, warning them about the dangers of the
Government’s so-called `New Deal’ for the
unemployed.This branch of Tesco’s is in
Tottenham High Road (Seven Sisters tub) 0181
800 1281*** Acme Tat Supplies are providing
climbing and other gear at cost price.Box R,16
Sholebrook Ave, Leeds LS7 3HB - 0113 262 -
cornerstone@gn.apc.org  *** Following recent
complaints by the Mayor of Hastings at residents’
paltry donation of £55 towards a £100,000
Princess Di statue, there’s further evidence that
Hastingers aren’t really all that bothered. The
recent local election at Hollington and Ashdown
drew in only 1,494 voters - 15.5% of the
electorate! 10% of Hastings residents haven’t even
bothered to return their electoral registration
forms. Nothing wrong with a healthy disrespect
for a mental activism.”

JACK STRAW IN
PRISONER GAG

by  Gail House-Rock
On Thursday 4th December, Jack Straw
overturned a Court of Appeal ruling which means
that prisoners are no longer permitted freedom
of contact with the media. The decision re-
imposes regulations about who inmates can meet.
Last December, the high Court ruled that Prison
Rules 1964 sections 37 and 37A were in breach
of the European Convention on Human Rights.
However last week overturning the decision Lord
Justice Kennedy said “The loss of that right ... is
part and parcel of a sentence of imprisonment.”
Speaking out against this reversal in prisoners’
rights is Sara Thornton, who served 5 and a half
years for murdering her abusive husband.
Thornton was eventually released from her
original life sentence after a long campaign, but
suffered fallout while inside.  Following a 1994
documentary, ‘Women Who Kill’, for which,
unable to be interviewed in person, she sent a
tape in response to questions sent in the post,  she
was charged with, in essence, wilfully trying to
publicise her crime. She was able to retaliate
against the charges, on the basis that her
communication formed ‘part of a serious
comment about crime’ which of course it did.
Thornton regarded last year’s European ruling as
‘a big step forward’, saying “tragedies like the
Bridgewater Four ... will be seen in the future as
dreadful mistakes that produced wonderful
changes”. Robert Woffinden, who wrote articles
about one of the cases which prompted the
original inquiry into the media access issue, said
“Standards of criminal justice are still lower than
people generally appreciate, and the authorities
don’t want this to be recognised.”

 KYOTO ACTION!
*It’s not been all talk. There was a Critical

Mass with 500 Japanese keeping very neatly

to the inside lane, and 10 Europeans and 10

Koreans blocking the rest of  the road! On

another day an Exxon (esso) petrol station

was blockaded, with people locking on in

protest about their membership of  the GCC.

An Australian delegate went round wearing

a paper bag on his head as he was ashamed

of his government.

*Meanwhile nearer to home a Reclaim the

Streets footie match last Saturday went

surreally well with 30-odd people taking over

the road before the pitch was invaded by the

police and match abandoned. On Monday

Capital Radio, found it’s early morning

breakfast show interupted by the ‘The

Climate Change Criminals’ - two minutes

in the style of  a 50’s horror movie, exposed

the attempts by the oil industry to wreck a

satisfactory climate agreement. Up north 18

Earth First!ers wearing gas masks and

chemical suits scaled an aerial walkway at

Manchester airport to protest about increasing

CO2 emissions from air transport. They were

nicked after delaying flights for 4 hours!

Brighten up a prisoner’s Xmas,
send ‘em a card

John Wesley-Davis, AKA Inverness John, (CH4543)
and Iain Williamson (CH5067) @ HMP Altcourse,
Higher Lane, Fazakerley, Liverpool, L9 7LH. The two
are on remand for alleged violent disorder, ABH, and
criminal damage at the Manchester Airport evictions
earlier this year.
Pablo Locke  (MM2797) @ HMP Bristol, Cambridge
Road, Horfield,Bristol. Inside for life after defending
himself against ‘a psycho with a multitude of violent
convictions.’ Pablo admits he was no angel but the
sentence should have been more like 8 years. “ The
whole point of the lifer system is to break the mans
spirit.” Don’t let ‘em!
Raphael Roe (MP3660) @ HMP Kingston, Milton
Road, Portsmouth, Hants, PO3 6AF.  Michael Davis
(MP3661) @ Swalefide, Brabalan Rd, Sheerness, Kent,
ME12 4DZ. Randolf Johnson (MP3903) @ HMP

disclaimer

Someone get on the phone to Noah.

Stop Press: SchNEWSers drink Champagne with Shell’s chairman and Michael Howard Shocker. “You only feel the chains when you begin to move...”

+++ FILES
The Natty Trust are a network with ecology
and community at heart. They want to buy
land for ecological restoration and, naturally,
need funds and farmers. A benefit gig takes
place at Casablanca Jazz Club, 3 Middle
Street, Brighton on Thursday 18th December,
including a presentation at 9pm and tunes
by Chill Box 10.30 till 2am. Call 01273
564291 for more info.


